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Not This Time
by: sandwich
tabbed by: pedro benjo de guzman
nueva ecija colleges, cabanatuan city

this is actually my 1st time to do this so bahala na kayo kung may konting
sabit.pero
tingin ko ayuz naman cya!masarap tugtugin kasi sandwich!!!

normal tuning!!!
pakingan nyo nalang ung version fashown for perfect timing...
power chords po...

      E    B    A    G    F
e|----7----7----5----3----1----|
b|----9----7----5----3----1----|
g|----9----8----6----4----2----|
d|----9----9----7----5----3----|
a|----7----9----7----5----3----|
e|----7----7----5----3----1----|

verse1:
E         B              A-G-F
dont even think about it
E          B         A-G-F
i dont care anymore
E              B
its not the first time
A       G-F
no more excuses
E         B                 A
i know its perfect and it feels good
G     F
feels good,but

chorus:

E-B-A-G
       not this time
E-B-A-G
       not this time
E-B-A-G
       not this time
e-b-a-g------

verse2:



E         B             A-G-F
dont even talk about it
E              B         A-G-F
i ve heard it all before
E             B
its not the last time
A        G-F
no i wont listen
E         B               A   
i know its perfect and its alright
G-F
its alright,but...

chorus:
E-B-A-G
       not this time
E-B-A-G
       not this time
E-B-A-G
       not this time
e-b-a-g-----

bridge:

E-B-A
     its no use
E-B-A
     i wont listen
E-B-A                     E-B-A
      i wont change my mind

adlib:A-b(2x)

verse3:

E         B              A-G-F
dont even think about it
E            B           A-G-F
i ve heard it all before
E             B       
its not the first time
A             G-F
i wont reconsider
E             B                 A       G-F
i know you ve got it but that was your last chance

chorus(outro):
E-B-A-G
        not this time
E-B-A-G
        not this time
E-B-A-G
        not this time



E-B-A-G
        not this time
E-B-A-G
        not this time
E-B-A-G
        not this time
E-B-A-G
        not this time
E-B-A-G
        not this time

yan lang un mga pare
any coments bout my work,e-mail me @
pedro_benjo@yahoo.com
or text me 09213188199

i dedicate this work to fatima may hernandez!!!
ayuz ba tem?pra sau to...
rock on!!!


